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ABSTRACT Driven by the increasing number of connected vehicles and related services, powerful

communication and computation capabilities are needed for vehicular communications, especially for

real-time and safety-related applications. A cellular network consists of radio access technologies, including

the current long-term evolution (LTE), the LTE advanced, and the forthcoming 5th generation mobile

communication systems. It covers large areas and has the ability to provide high data rate and low latency

communication services to mobile users. It is considered the most promising access technology to support

real-time vehicular communications.Meanwhile, fog is an emerging architecture for computing, storage, and

networking, in which fog nodes can be deployed at base stations to deliver cloud services close to vehicular

users. In fog computing-enabled cellular networks, mobility is one of the most critical challenges for

vehicular communications tomaintain the service continuity and to satisfy the stringent service requirements,

especially when the computing and storage resources are limited at the fog nodes. Service migration,

relocating services from one fog server to another in a dynamic manner, has been proposed as an effective

solution to the mobility problem. To support service migration, both computation and communication

techniques need to be considered. Given the importance of protocol design to support the mobility of the

vehicles and maintain high network performance, in this paper, we investigate the service migration in

the fog computing-enabled cellular networks. We propose a quality-of-service aware scheme based on the

existing handover procedures to support the real-time vehicular services. A case study based on a realistic

vehicle mobility pattern for Luxembourg scenario is carried out, where the proposed scheme, as well as the

benchmarks, are compared by analyzing latency and reliability as well as migration cost.

INDEX TERMS Connected vehicles, fog computing, service migration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless connectivity is becoming an important feature of

modern vehicles to enhance situational awareness, providing

an information-rich travel environment. It extends the vision

of vehicle perception systems beyond the line-of-sight and

can potentially overcome many difficulties faced by tradi-

tional sensors based on radar and camera. It was recently

reported that a tragic accident happened when a driver of

Tesla was using autopilot mode [1], due to a misdetection

occurred in the local sensing system. Such a fatal accident

could have been avoided, if timely communications with

other road users would be enabled in the vehicles, assisting

the vehicle sensors for accurate road and traffic information.

Thanks to ubiquitous availability as well as capability to

offer high data rate and low latency communication, cellular

networks are promising to support the vehicle connectivity.
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In view of this, Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X), including

Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P), and

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure/Network (V2I/N), has been stan-

dardized by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

An initial solution is based on the current Long Term Evo-

lution (LTE) networks and included in 3GPP Rel-14 [2].

Such a LTE-V2X solution allows vehicles and infrastruc-

ture to exchange information of local sensors and cameras,

thus enabling a global environmental perception for vehicles.

This helps the traffic system to achieve higher safety, effi-

ciency, and comfort. The cellular networks are evolving, so

are the V2X solutions. The 5th Generation (5G) V2X has

been under investigation for the enhanced vehicular services.

In 3GPP Rel-15, the LTE platform has been extended to meet

the evolving requirements of the automotive industry. These

enhancements are driven by many new use cases identified

for the advanced V2X services, such as vehicles platooning,

extended sensors, advanced autonomous driving, and remote

driving, with ultra-high reliability and low latency require-

ments [3]. In 3GPP Rel-16, potential architecture enhance-

ments of 5G systems have been identified and evaluated to

support the above advanced V2X services [4].

Meanwhile, many new data-driven applications and tech-

nologies related to traffic safety and efficiency (such as aug-

mented reality techniques, intelligent transport) have been

developed. The amount of data that is generated and needs to

be analyzed by a vehicle is increasing sharply, reaching one

gigabyte per second and even more for some traffic safety

applications with video recording [5]. Due to the limited

computational resources, data processing capability in the

vehicles may not always satisfy the stringent delay require-

ment of real-time services. One of the existing solutions is

to transfer the computation tasks from user equipment to a

cloud, called computation offloading. The purpose is to make

a full use of powerful computational capability in remote

datacenters [6], [7]. However, in such cases, the computation

resources are centralized and typically located in a large-scale

datacenter (for backup or other purpose, one or more addi-

tional datacenters may be needed), which are not always close

to the end users. Therefore, transmitting data from the vehi-

cles to a centralized cloud suffers disadvantages in terms of

communication latency. It is thus not suitable for the safety-

related services, such as critical-event warning that requires

response time of less than 10 milliseconds [2], [3]. Fog com-

puting, which was initialized by Cisco as a new computing

paradigm [8], is envisioned to support the real-time services.

In contrast to the centralized cloud computing, the core idea

of the fog computing is to distribute computational resources

as close as possible to end users, allowing data to be processed

in close proximity to the vehicles and roadside sensors/units.

It is worth mentioning that, in addition to the fog comput-

ing, the idea of moving cloud servers to the network edge

is also referred to as cloudlet and Mobile-Edge Computing

(MEC) [9]. Such a distributed cloud paradigm enables low

latency and enhances service availability and reachability.

Therefore, deploying fog servers at base stations such as

LTE’s evolved Nodes B (eNBs), henceforth referred to as

fog-enabled cellular networks, can be a promising solution

to enhance the real-time services for connected vehicles [10].

One significant challenge in the fog-enabled cellular net-

works is mobility as the vehicles traverse different cells

with high speeds. Therefore, in addition to the conventional

cellular handover transferring users’ connectivity between

cells [11], service migration is needed to maintain service

continuity. It means that the mobility must be properly

handled to guarantee both low latency and high reliability,

particularly for the real-time services. To minimize the neg-

ative impact on Quality of Service (QoS), both computation

(e.g., computing architecture and virtualization techniques)

and communication (not only the one between the vehicles

and access points but also the one among the access points)

have to be taken into account. In the context of the MEC or

fog computing, active service applications are encapsulated in

Virtual Machines (VMs) or containers. There have been sev-

eral studies that deal with the mobility problem in theMEC or

fog computing [12]–[17]. In [12], general architectural com-

ponents supporting VM migration and interactions among

such components are defined and discussed. In [13] a general

layered framework is proposed, which allows the migrated

applications to be decomposed into multiple layers. In such

a framework, only the layers missing at the destination need

to be transferred, thus reducing a big amount of data to be

handled during the service migration. A VM handoff mech-

anism for the service migration is proposed in [14], in which

the migration files are compressed before being migrated to

adaptively reduce the total migration time. Huang et al. [15]

and Wu et al. [16] focused on the mobility pattern of edge

computation devices and developed a cost model for the

service migration using a Markov decision process based

approach. In [17], a time window based service migration is

proposed to search the optimal service placement sequence.

However, most of the existing studies, e.g. [15]–[17], are

based on abstract models, and do not reflect the real situation,

where many parameters need to be optimized. Furthermore,

since in the service migration data needs to be transferred via

the communication infrastructure, communication protocols

(such as the ones for handover) and strategies to handle the

service migration have to be considered.

In this regard, we investigate the service migration

in the fog computing enabled cellular networks to support

the real-time vehicular communication. More specifically,

the main contributions of this paper include: 1) A frame-

work of the fog-enabled cellular networks for the connected

vehicles is introduced, 2) A QoS aware scheme enhanc-

ing the existing handover procedure and realizing informa-

tion exchange for the service migration is proposed, and

3) A performance study of the proposed scheme as well as

the benchmarks is carried out by simulation with a realistic

traffic pattern in terms of end-to-end communication latency

and reliability. Furthermore, migration cost is investigated in

terms of migration frequency and migration time, providing a

guideline on selecting the proper options in a given scenario.
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TABLE 1. Real-time vehicular services supported by fog computing [2], [3], [19].

The remainder of the article is organized as follows.

First, Section II provides a high-level view of a fog-enabled

V2X architecture and the envisioned applications that can

be supported. In Section III three schemes to handle the

service migration in the presented fog-enabled V2X archi-

tecture are introduced. These schemes extend the existing

handover procedure to support information exchange for

properly accessing the service when user mobility occurs.

Then, in Section IV a performance assessment in terms of

delay and reliability, as well as migration cost of all three

investigated schemes is carried out. Finally, in Section V

the conclusions are drawn and the relevant future research

directions are identified.

II. FOG-ENABLED CELLULAR NETWORKS FOR

CONNECTED VEHICLES

Fig. 1(a) presents a high-level view of the fog-enabled cellular

networks for the connected vehicles. As illustrated, the decen-

tralized fog and the centralized cloud co-exist and are comple-

mentary to each other to support different kinds of vehicular

services. Fig. 1(b) categorizes various vehicular applications

that fit either the centralized cloud in the remote data center

or the distributed fog close to the users [2], [18]. The appli-

cations that are better hosted in the cloud are mainly used for

the service management, which needs a global view of traffic

information (e.g., trafficmanagement), while the fog comput-

ing is responsible for the real-time vehicular services, whose

characteristics are summarized in Table 1 [2], [3], [19]. For

example, in an intelligent traffic system, optimal routes can

be calculated by an application in the cloud, while collision

avoidance at intersections can be supported by the services

running in the fogs.

For the real-time services, the fog servers that provide the

required computing and storage resources should be deployed

as close as possible to the mobile users. In the fog-enabled

cellular network, base stations (For example, eNB in LTE)

can be a good location for the fog servers, allowing only

one-hop communication (between the user equipment and

the base station) to access the services [8], [10]. Such a

Base Station (BS) can be referred to as BS-Fog as shown

in Fig. 1(a). The BS-Fog is an integrated entity, in which

the BS is responsible for functions of the cellular networks,

such as handovers, whereas the fog provides computation and

storage capability locally. One BS-Fog can cooperate with

FIGURE 1. (a) A high-level view of the fog-enabled cellular network for
the connected vehicles, (b) various vehicular applications that fit the
cloud and the fog [2], [18].

other BS-Fogs or the cloud to allocate tasks dynamically.

The scheduling can be performed by centralized controllers,

where the global information about availability of resources

(e.g., bandwidth, CPU, storage) is utilized and the appli-

cations can be migrated from the source BS-Fog node to

the target BS-Fog node through mobile backhaul network

with the guaranteed quality of service. In the 3GPP stan-

dards, two interfaces are defined at each BS, namely S1 and

X2 [20]. S1 is assigned for the communications between

BSs and the central aggregation switch in the mobile core

network. This interface can be used for the communications
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between the BS-Fog and cloud in fog-enabled cellular based

V2X solution. X2 is a logical interface for direct information

exchanges between the BSs, which can be used for the com-

munications between the BS-Fogs.

In the fog-enabled cellular-based V2X solution, when the

vehicles move between the areas covered by two different

BSs, apart from the handover, the service migration in many

cases is needed to keep the ongoing services running at

the closest BS-Fog in order to meet the QoS requirements

in terms of latency. However, the service migration cannot

always be completed immediately, which may lead to loss of

service access or degraded QoS. Therefore, effective mecha-

nisms are needed to alleviate such problems.

III. SERVICE MIGRATION SCHEMES

In this section, we study the various strategies to handle the

service migration in the fog-enabled cellular networks for

the connected vehicles and analyze the profile of end-to-

end latency (D) of the vehicular traffic. Here, we consider

the end-to-end latency in upstream (the end-to-end delay

in downstream can be derived in a similar way), which is

referred to as the total time experienced by a packet from the

moment when it is sent from the User Equipment (UE) to the

moment when it is finally received by the BS-Fog that hosts

the offered service. Given that a vehicle is traveling while

accessing a fog server, the end-to-end latency of a packet

generated by the vehicle is composed of several components:

wireless access delay (Dw), interruption time (Dh) during

the handover, migration time (Dm), backhaul delay (Db), and

processing and queuing delays at the BS-Fogs (Dp), which

are explained in Table 2. To simplify the delay analysis and

without loss of generality, we assume that each fog server is

associated with only one BS, and the computation and storage

at the BS-Fogs are sufficient. Therefore, the processing and

queuing delays are negligible with respect to other delay

components. In addition, for the purpose of estimating the

delay trend, the wireless access delay Dw and interruption

time Dh are assumed constant since they are not affected by a

migration strategy. Thus, migration time and backhaul delay

TABLE 2. Explanation of symbols.

are considered as the two major components affecting the

final end-to-end latency of the migration schemes.

The migration time Dm is largely dependent on the pro-

cessing time of migration files in the fog servers and trans-

ferring time in the network. Meanwhile, the backhaul delay

Db depends on the physical distance from the BS-Fog that

hosts the offered service to the BS that the UE is associated

with. In turn, the Db relies on the chosen migration strat-

egy, the fog computing capability, the backhaul link capac-

ity, the actual network deployment, as well as the moving

characteristics of the vehicle. There is a trade-off between

the Dm and Db related to the decision regarding the ser-

vice migration. On the one hand, service migration helps

to bring the services to the proximity of vehicles and thus

maintaining a low value of the Db once the migration is

done. On the other hand, it requires a certain time to transfer

service related files to the target BS-Fog. Particularly, when

the migrated files are big, the Dm may become quite large.

However, without the service migration, the packet needs to

traverse a long distance to reach the BS-Fog that runs VMs for

the service and thus incurring the large Db when the vehicle

travels away. This trade-off is related to the characteristics

and requirements of the considered applications. In addition,

when the QoS requirements are imposed, it is challenging to

design a scheme that is able to properly handle the service

migration while guaranteeing the required level of the QoS.

In this article, we investigate the trade-off by studying two

schemes, that is, no migration (Scheme 1) and always migra-

tion (Scheme 2), both of which have shown certain problems

in supporting theQoS. In this regard, we propose aQoS aware

scheme (Scheme 3) in which service migration decision is

made based on whether the QoS metrics are satisfied or not.

A. SCHEME 1: NO SERVICE MIGRATION

Scheme 1 is considered as benchmark where no service

migration is performed while the vehicle is moving, as illus-

trated in Fig. 2. To maintain the service continuity, the vehicle

keeps accessing the fog server running the VM for service

provisioning through the backhaul. We consider a scenario

where the vehicles have a random route, e.g., private cars

moving inside a city, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In such a scenario,

a vehicle starts from Cell1 to Cell3 via Cell2 and service

subscribed by the vehicle is originally hosted by BS-Fog1.

Fig. 2(c) shows the detailed handover procedure for the

fog-enabled cellular network based on the conventional LTE

handover protocol [21], in which the fog service location

reporting is included. We refer to the original BS as the one

that runs the VM for the services. In this procedure, the BS

that the vehicle is currently associated with needs to forward

the packets to the original BS, which carries the information

required for computation offloading. A Handover Request

message should contain information about the location of the

fog services to make sure that the BS recently accessed by the

vehicle is also aware of the VM location of the subscribed

service. After the handover procedure, the UE can receive

data from the core network via the newly associated BS-Fog,
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FIGURE 2. Scheme 1: (a) An example scenario: A private car with a random route, (b) the end-to-end latency profile, and (c) the
corresponding communication protocol.

which sends A Resource Release message to the previously

accessed BS-Fog to release the corresponding communica-

tion resources. Also, the newly associated BS-Fog should

establish a connection with the BS-Fog where the service is

provisioned. Then, the UE can keep accessing the services

via such a newly established path. It should be noted that fog

service locations are handled by the Mobility Management

Entity (MME) in the Evolved Packet Core (EPC).

In such a scheme, when a car moves to Cell2, the UE

keeps accessing the service in BS-Fog1. When the car is in

Cell1, the UE can access BS-Fog1 directly, that is, D =

Dw1, where Dw1 is the wireless access delay for vehicles in

Cell1. At the start of the handover procedure, the UE has to

experience a long waiting time Dh to access the services,

which is a consequence of the interruption caused by the

handover. Notice that handover is managed by the cellular

network and the Dh may be reduced through soft handover

schemes, which is beyond the scope of this paper. After the

handover is completed, the UE can access the service hosted

in BS-Fog1 via the backhaul network. Thus, in addition to

Dw2, the packet from the vehicle experiencesDb(1−2) as well,

which represents the delay caused by the backhaul between

Cell1 and Cell2. Therefore, D = Dw2 + Db(1−2). During the

handover process, the D decreases from Dw2 +Db(1−2) +Dh
to Dw2 + Db(1−2). It is because packets that are generated in

the beginning of the handover only experience the remaining

handover interruption time. Thus, for the car moving from

Cell1 to Cell2, the end-to-end latency D increases from Dw1
to Dw2 +Db(1−2) +Dh and then decreases to Dw2 +Db(1−2),

as shown in Fig. 2(b).

When the car continues to move from Cell2 to Cell3,

BS-Fog2 needs to exchange information with both BS-Fog1
and BS-Fog3 to establish a new communication path between

BS-Fog1 and BS-Fog3. As shown in the bottom part of

Fig. 2(c), after receiving a Handover Request ACK message

from BS-Fog3, BS-Fog2 forwards it to BS-Fog1 to suspend

the ongoing services. After receiving a Handover Complete

message, the BS-Fog3 needs to send a Handover Complete

ACK message to BS-Fog2. Then, BS-Fog2 notifies BS-Fog1
via another Handover Complete ACK message. After path
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switching, the UE can access the services hosted in BS-Fog1.

It is worth noting that in this scenario, the minimum number

of the involved BS-Fogs is three since it needs at least one

intermediate BS-Fog to facilitate the process. In the example

shown in Fig. 2(b), BS-Fog2 is such an intermediate BS-Fog.

If the vehicle would travel to a new cell after Cell3, then

BS-Fog3 would become the intermediate node.

Fig. 2(b) shows the profile of end-to-end latency for the

case presented in Fig. 2(a), where BS-Fog1 always hosts the

services. It is obvious that the end-to-end latency becomes

larger as the car moves away from BS-Fog1. Note that in this

work, the end-to-end latency profile is used to demonstrate

that the end-to-end latency performance varies in time. It is

plotted in form of a straight line due to the simplified assump-

tions (see Fig. 2(b)). In a realistic case, the actual delay profile

may not be linear. For instance, in a cellular network, the Dw
can fluctuate even in the same cell, as it depends on several

factors, such as the traffic load, the wireless communication

link condition, and so on. However, the end-to-end delay

trend would be preserved even when the Dw is not constant.

B. SCHEME 2: SERVICE MIGRATION TRIGGERED

BY HANDOVER

As discussed in Scheme 1, the end-to-end latency becomes

larger when the vehicles travel away from the serving

BS-Fog, particularly for the ones that do not have fixed

routes. To reduce the delay, in Scheme 2 the migration is

performed in combination with the handover in order to

always provide one-hop access to the fog services for the

UEs. As shown in Fig. 3(a), when the car moves from

Cell1 to Cell2, the service is migrated from BS-Fog1 to

BS-Fog2, accordingly. The corresponding protocol for the

service migration triggered by handover is shown in Fig. 3(b).

We consider that the service is migrated by using pre-copy

technique, which is widely adopted for live VM migration

[12], [13]. The migration can be divided into two phases.

Firstly, the memory pages are transferred iteratively to the

target BS-Fog without suspending VM. Secondly, once the

sufficient memory pages are transferred, the VM is sus-

pended at the source BS-Fog and the remaining memory

pages are transferred to the target BS-Fog. The duration

in which the VM is suspended is referred to as down-

time (Dt ), during which the services cannot be properly

accessed. In Scheme 2, Handover Request messages need to

be extended by containing the migration-related information

including size of migrated application, categories of appli-

cation, etc. The target BS-Fog makes a decision according

to the request information and its available resources. The

source BS-Fog executes migration after receiving a Handover

Request ACK message. Otherwise, the UEs still access the

source BS-Fog. After the migration is completed, the target

BS-Fog sends a Resource Release message to BS-Fog1 to

release the corresponding computation and storage resources

in the fog. Also, the target BS-Fog should update the MME

with the location of the migrated services via a Path Switch

Request message. Note that the target BS-Fog sends another

Resource Release message to the source BS-Fog to release

the corresponding communication resources after receiving a

Path Switch Request ACK message.

In Scheme 2, the service migration is triggered by the

handover. It means that before the service migration the UE

first experiences the handover procedure. After the handover

is completed but before the service is migrated, the UE still

accesses the source BS-Fog. The UE has to wait during the

downtime Dt before being able to access the services in the

target BS-Fog. Fig. 3(c) shows the end-to-end latency profile

for the example presented in Fig. 3(a) in the case where the

migration time is shorter than the time the vehicle stays in

the new cell (e.g., the UE can directly access the services in

the closest BS except during the migration timeDm). It can be

seen that after the service migration is completed, the end-to-

end latency is decreased to Dw2. However, if the Dm is longer

than the time that the UE stays in the new cell, the delay

profile is different, as shown in Fig. 3(d). This happens if

the size of VM is very large so that a long migration time is

required or when the vehicle travels at a very high speed and

hence the time that the vehicle stays in the new cell becomes

very short. In such a case, the end-to-end latency cannot be

minimized by the service migration (e.g., it hardly reaches

Dw2 as shown in Fig. 3(d)). This indicates that the frequent

service migration is not always a good choice.

C. SCHEME 3: QOS AWARE SERVICE MIGRATION

Given that both Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 have their own

drawbacks, it is desirable to design a new scheme (referred

to as Scheme 3) that takes the advantages of Schemes 1 and 2

in an adaptive fashion based on the QoS requirements. The

key idea of Scheme 3 is to flexibly combine the two strategies

presented in the previous sections to minimize the migration

overhead while maintaining the end-to-end performance at

an acceptable level to satisfy the QoS requirements. For the

vehicular applications with low latency and high reliability

requirements, the end-to-end latency is the key QoS metric

considered in the proposed migration scheme. When the end-

to-end latency exceeds a maximum value, the performance

of the other QoS metrics such as reliability and packet drop

ratios cannot be guaranteed. In this regard, we extract the

latency as the key metric to realize QoS-aware migration

management. It should be noted that the threshold-based

scheme does not limit its applicability to only the latency

metric. The other QoS metrics can be considered by applying

the similar design principle. In particular, Scheme 3 aims

at avoiding the migration as long as the stable delay is

acceptable. In Scheme 3, given a required end-to-end latency

threshold, the scheme starts with no migration (similarly

to Scheme 1) by keeping accessing the original fog server,

which runs the VM for the subscribed service. Once the

end-to-end latency is not tolerable anymore the scheme then

performs the service migration to reduce the delay. Note here

the threshold is for the stable delay, which is referred to as the

delay excluding the surge during the handover interruption or

downtime (see Fig. 4(c)). As shown in Fig. 4(a) and (c), when
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FIGURE 3. Scheme 2: (a) An example scenario: A private car with a random route, (b) the communication protocol to support the service migration
triggered by the handover, (c) the end-to-end latency profile for the case with a relatively short migration time, and (d) the end-to-end latency profile for
the case with a relatively long migration time.

the car is in Cell1 or Cell2, the UE can access the services

hosted by BS-Fog1 with the delay of Dw1 and Dw2 +Db(1−2),

respectively, which are lower than the threshold of the end-

to-end latency. When the vehicle moves from Cell2 to Cell3,

the D increases to Dw3 + Dh + Db(1−3) and then decreases

to a stable value of Dw3 + Db(1−3) after the handover is

completed. The delay is however higher than the imposed

delay threshold, so that the service migration to BS-Fog3 is

triggered. The service migration procedure is similar to the

one considered in Scheme 2, as shown in Fig. 4(b). It should

be noted that, since the migrationmay not be performed every

time the handover takes place, extended control messages

based on the handover-related messages need to be defined

to embed the migration-related information.

IV. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the three

migration schemes by simulation using Urban Mobility

(SUMO) [22] and Python. We use a realistic mobility pattern

for the country of Luxembourg, which can be considered as

a case study for a small service area [23]. As discussed in the

previous section, thewireless delay and handover interruption

time cannot be avoided and are not dependent on migration

strategies. Therefore, we follow the requirements of Ultra-

High Reliability Low Latency Communication (URLLC),

where uplink delay in the wireless segment is assumed to be

within 0.5 ms, and the handover interruption time is consid-

ered as a constant [24]. On the other hand, the backhaul delay

and migration time are two important delay components that

are distinct in different migration strategies. Passive Opti-

cal Network (PON) is widely adopted for mobile backhaul

because of its energy efficiency and high capacity [25]. In the

PON based mobile backhaul each BS-Fog can be associated

with one Optical Network Unit (ONU), so that the traffic for

both S1 and X2 is sent from the ONUs to the Optical Line

Terminal (OLT) located at a central office. In order to obtain

low latency, the X2 traffic can be directly handled at the

central office without a need to involve the EPC [25]. In such

a PON-based backhaul, transmission capacity becomes the

main factor that affects delay performance, which has been

pointed out in [26]. Here, the bandwidth allocation algorithm

introduced in our previous work [26] is implemented for the

delay analysis. The detailed parameters used in simulation are

introduced in Table 3.

Fig. 5 shows the average end-to-end latency for the consid-

ered three migration schemes. All delay curves decrease as

the transmission capacity in the backhaul increases, and then

become saturated. That is because higher bitrate in the back-

haul leads to shorter packet transmission time, which then

can reduce the packet queuing delay and result in the smaller

end-to-end access delay. Once the bitrate is sufficiently high

(e.g., 240 Mbps in Fig. 5), the queuing time is minor and

can be negligible. In such cases, the backhaul delay is mainly

determined by the transmission delay and processing delay at

active nodes (e.g., ONU and OLT). The end-to-end latency in

Scheme 1 is more sensitive to the bitrate than in the other two
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FIGURE 4. Scheme 3: (a) An example scenario: A car with a random route, (b) the communication protocol to support QoS aware
service migration, and (c) the end-to-end latency profile.

TABLE 3. Parameters in simulation.

schemes. Meanwhile, in Scheme 2, changes in the downtime

(Dt ) may result in a large variance of the end-to-end latency,

during which the ongoing services need to be suspended.

When Dt increases from 0.1 s to 0.3 s, the end-to-end latency

is almost doubled regardless of the bitrate in the backhaul.

In Scheme 3, the service migration is triggered when the

delay exceeds 5 ms. When the bitrate in the backhaul is

low, Scheme 3 performs similarly to Scheme 2, because

frequent migrations are performed in both of them. As the

bitrate increases, less and less migrations are triggered in

Scheme 3, thus the effects on the end-to-end latency caused

FIGURE 5. Transmission capacity in the backhaul versus average
end-to-end latency.

by the downtime are reduced. That is why Scheme 3 performs

similarly to Scheme 1 when the bitrate is high, and has

better performance than Scheme 2 when downtime is large

(e.g., 0.3 s). It is noted that due to the small service area

considered in our simulations the average end-to-end latency

for Scheme 1 can be lower than that in Scheme 2 when the

bitrate and downtime are large (e.g., the downtime is 0.3 s and

the bitrate is higher than 200 Mbps). It is expected that in an

area with large coverage, the performance of Scheme 1 would

become worse, as discussed in the previous section.

Reliability is another important performance metric of

vehicular communications. Here, it is defined as the proba-

bility that the end-to-end latency does not exceed a maximum

allowable latency level [27]. Here, the Cumulative Distri-

bution Function (CDF) of the end-to-end latency is used to
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FIGURE 6. (a) Cumulative distribution function versus end-to-end latency
with transmission capacity of 200 Mbps, (b) cumulative distribution
function versus end-to-end latency with Dt = 0.1 s.

derive the reliability. The packet with its end-to-end delay

higher than the predefinedmaximum limit is dropped. Hence,

to some extent the reliability can be reflected by the packet

drop ratio. Fig. 6(a) shows the CDF of the end-to-end latency

when the backhaul bitrate is 200 Mbps. Without loss of

generality, we set the maximum allowable end-to-end latency

to 5 ms and 10 ms to satisfy the requirements of use cases

in 5G (e.g., remote driving) [3], [19]. Clearly, a higher CDF

value that can be achieved at the maximum delay implies

higher reliability. It can be seen that Scheme 3 achieves the

highest CDF among the three schemes when the maximum

delay limit is less than 5 ms, which is about 99.6% and

99.1% for Dt = 0.1 s and 0.3 s, respectively. That is because

the service migration will be triggered once the end-to-end

latency is larger than 5 ms. In such a case, the downtime

is the major factor affecting the reliability. Compared with

Scheme 3, service migration is more frequent in Scheme 2,

and thus the corresponding CDF is much lower (97.5% at

Dt = 0.1 s and 98.5% at Dt = 0.3 s). When the maximum

delay limit is relaxed to more than 10 ms, Scheme 1 has the

best performance in terms of CDF in a small service area,

FIGURE 7. (a) The average number of migration for a vehicle versus
transmission capacity, (b) the average migration time versus transmission
capacity.

which can be up to 99.9%. In such a scheme, the reliability

is mainly affected by the handover interruption time, which

is usually shorter than the downtime. Furthermore, we find

that providing a higher bitrate is an effective way to increase

the CDF in Scheme 1. For example, under the end-to-end

latency requirement of 5 ms, the CDF increases from 25% to

more than 99.9% when transmission capacity increases from

200 Mbps to 220 Mbps, as shown in Fig. 6(b). On the other

hand, in Scheme 2 the increment of the backhaul bitrate has a

little effect on the CDF. Fig. 6(b) also shows that the CDF

profile for Scheme 3 becomes more similar to Scheme 1,

when the bitrate increases and fewer migrations are triggered.

As discussed above, the end-to-end latency for vehicular

communications can be reduced with an efficient service

migration strategy. On the other hand, the frequent migrations

and long migration time may have negative impacts on QoS.

Thus, we further investigate average migration frequency and

average migration time (defined in Table 2) in Scheme 2 and

Scheme 3. Here, the migration frequency is referred to as

the number of migrations that a vehicle experiences during

its journey recorded in the simulation. Fig. 7(a) shows the

average migration frequency versus transmission capacity in
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the backhaul. In Scheme 2, service migrations are triggered

by the handovers, so the number of migrations is not cor-

related with the downtime or transmission capacity. In con-

trast, in Scheme 3, the higher transmission capacity leads to

the smaller migration frequency, verifying the results shown

in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Furthermore, a shorter downtime also

results in a lower frequency of service migrations. Regard-

ing the average migration time, it decreases with increasing

transmission capacity and downtime for both Scheme 2 and

Scheme 3, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Compared to Scheme 2,

the average migration time for Scheme 3 is smaller for both

Dt = 0.1 s and 0.3 s. That is because obviously fewer migra-

tions are triggered in Scheme 3 when the bitrate increases,

and the traffic generated by service migration decreases

correspondingly.

As a general summary, when the backhaul bitrate is suffi-

cient, in small service areas Scheme 1 can be a good choice in

terms of reliability. However, for services that are time critical

or location aware, and can only be satisfied by one-hop

access, Scheme 2 may be necessary. In such a case, downtime

is the main factor that can affect the performance in term

of latency and reliability. Therefore, downtime should be

minimized. Scheme 3 is a tradeoff between Scheme 1 and

Scheme 2, which is suitable for the backhaul with a variable

bitrate. It should be noted that the choice of migration strate-

gies might be different in other backhaul architectures. For

example, in the backhaul with a mesh topology the number

of active nodes traversed by the packets is a very important

factor in addition to the backhaul bitrate.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have proposed a fog-enabled cellular

based V2X solution supporting vehicular services. In order to

improve the service continuity and QoS, we have investigated

various service migration schemes that handle the mobility

of vehicles. The performance of these schemes has been

evaluated in terms of end-to-end delay, reliability, migration

time and frequency by simulation with realistic traffic pattern

in a small-size European country. It can be concluded that the

choice of service migration schemes should adapt to the QoS

requirements and the backhaul capability.

The results in this paper can be served as a general guide-

line, whereas we have realized future work is needed for

enhancement. To realize seamless and fast service migration,

the connectivity between BS-fog nodes should be enhanced

via high-capacity links, such as based on fiber or millime-

ter wave. In this context, novel network architectures and

protocols for high-capacity backhaul are necessary to be

further developed. In addition, to improve backhaul net-

work performance, virtualization techniques are required to

reduce the size of the migration-related data and release the

negative impacts on backhaul networks. The assumption of

the wireless access delay and the interruption time is quite

simple in this paper, and the impact of realistic values is

important to be investigated. Finally, in order to guarantee

sufficient resources for the service migration, particularly for

the time-critical services, effective resource management is

essential to reduce the blocking of service migration requests

caused by the lack of computing/storage resources at the

fog nodes. Considering that in practice resource availability

status is complex and varies in time, artificial intelligence

may be a promising tool for making smart decisions related

to the service migration.
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